General Conditions for VisitBulgariaOn.com

In these General conditions are defined the use of the website VisitBulgariaOn.com and its
parties. Parties to these General conditions:

1. VIP-Sliven Ltd with tour operator's and travel agent's license № PK-01-6616 and address for
correspondence Sliven, Petko Karavelov tel: 044 / 622 707, mobile: 0887 / 974 269; UIC: 200
363 936. The website " VisitBulgariaOn.com" is property of the touroperator and travel agent
VIP-Sliven Ltd;

2. Every visitor or customer who has agreed to these Terms.

Definitions:

Guests - every visitor or customer enjoying the website without making registration.

Advertisers - Advertisers are all Bulgarian / foreign physical entities that make direct or indirect
advertising VisitBulgariaOn.com.

Moderators - Moderator, is an employee of VisitBulgariaOn.com, who ensures the proper
functioning of the portal.

Acceptance of the General conditions
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The General Conditions shall be adopted by every Guest of the website VisitBulgariaOn.com .

VisitBulgariaOn.com is a website that offers the following services:

* Searching for information on packages, sites, tours, trips that are directly related to the
alternative forms of tourism;

* Finding information on accommodation (hotels, holiday homes, hostels and guesthouses);

* Providing information on tourist attractions and destinations;

* Online booking of packages, sites, tours, trips, flights, hotels, holiday homes, hostels and
guesthouses;

* Posting author texts, photos, videos and other information related to travel and the alternative
forms of tourism.

* Other support services related to alternative tourism.

Terms of use for Guests

VisitBulgariaOn.com provides the described services under the following condition:
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* The portal does not publish or release to third parties personal information that includes email
address, password, gender, date of birth, interests, hobbies and the like without the expressed
consent of the user / guest. This type of data is intended solely for business purposes.

Copyright

All information on this site, the layout of VisitBulgariaOn.com, and the name is owned by
VIP-Sliven Ltd and everything is copyright. Exception from this is information, sounds and
images, which are with explicitly stated authorship or license under which they are distributed.
Information published on the website from the advertisers is their sole copyright and cannot be
used outside VisitBulgariaOn.com site without their explicit consent. Advertisers are responsible
for the information in advertisements. VisitBulgariaOn.com reserves the right not to publish or
destroy without warning and information materials, if it considers that they do not meet on any of
the conditions set forth in these Terms or Internet etiquette, morality, or the Bulgarian legislation
or other applicable regulations.

* VisitBulgariaOn.com reserves the right to terminate, modify and supplement the services and
conditions.

* VisitBulgariaOn.com not liable for damages resulting from reliance on information or other
content placed on the site.

* VisitBulgariaOn.com reserves the right to notify and fully cooperate with the competent
government authorities of any material that violates the laws of the Republic of Bulgaria and / or
European Union law. VisitBulgariaOn.com reserves the right to change the Terms at any time
in accordance with relevant legal and statutory requirements and in its sole discretion, without
prior notice to users. Terms were published prominently in VisitBulgariaOn.com website and are
available for each User.
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